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The

FMT

produces

round-ended
mortises and
tenons. It can
machine to the
middle of a 5-in.thick board with no
limit on the width.

3

Making
angled

tenons is a
breeze with the
I With

two micro-adjust
guide pins and interchangeable joint guides this jig offers great accuracy
and easeof use.Severalother adjustments and features,such
asTeflon pads and quick-release clamps,give this tool a very
focused goal-quick and accurate mortises and tenons. It's
a goal at which it succeeds with flying colors.

FMT.The front plate
pivots up to 30
degrees which
makes holding the
workpiece at an
angle very simple.
An easy-to-read
angle gauge is conveniently located on
both ends of the jig.

After giving the FMT a thorough workout on a couple of
practicechairsmy enthusiasmhasreturned. It takesa few
hours and somepatienceto masterthe numerous adjustments,but once you do, the jig becomesa real pleasure
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to use.
The FMT base unit retails for around $700 (see
Sources,page 83). That's a lot of cash,but we found the
quality and performance of the jig are truly exceptional. It's a tool that small professional shops or those
who want a dedicated mortise and tenon machine will
find well worth the investment.
The FMT basepackageincludes the main jig, a router
sub-base,five joint guides,a 5/16-in. spiral router bit and
a thick, well-written owner's manual (Photo 1). The
sub-base comes with mounting hardware and can be
attached to any currently available plunge router.
This basic setup enables you to cut 5/16-in.-thick
tenons that are In-in. to I-In-in. wide, plus the correspondingmortises.Additional joint guidesand router bits
are available as options. With them you can make 17
additional standard-sizejoints aslargeas In-in. thick by
2-1n-in. wide and as small as 1/4-in. thick by 5/16-in.
wide. By combining different router bits and guide templatesyou can make joints as small as 1/16 in. by 1/8 in.
Now that's a tiny joint! With all the options, the price of
the FMT is over $900.
How it Works
The basic principle behind the jig is that the router
sub-basehas two guide pins that follow corresponding
guides in the top of the main jig (Photo 1 and Fig. A).
The joint guide is interchangeable and width and
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Followingthe outside of the joint guide with the joint-guide pin produces a tenon. Following the inside slot of the joint guide with the
joint-guide pin produces a mortise. The joint guides are interchangeable for different size joints. During operation, the trackingguide pin follows the straight slot in the tracking-guide track and
directs the right side of the router side to side.

ended mortises and tenons (Photo 2).
If you want a squarejoint you'll haveto
trim the parts by hand or with another
power tool. This machine also makes
angletenons,thanks to a pivoting front
plate (Photo 3). This feature came in
really handy when I cut the angled
joinery on my dining room chairs.
The FMT has a dust port that
attachesto a vacuum hose.It's not perfect,but it doescatch the lion's shareof
the chips.Most importantly it drawsthe
chips away from the cutting area and
prevents them from getting packed in
around the joint during routing.

length of the joint. The tracking guide
is fixed. Its function is simply to direct
the right side of the router side to side.
The guide pins are tapered and can
be adjustedup and down, which makes
them ride tighter or looser against the
joint and tracking guides.You control
the fit of the joint by adjusting the
pins. Turning the pins one-eighth turn
will changethe joint fit by .001in. Getting good-fitting joints is a cinch considering that a mortise and tenon joint
should have about .005 in. of clearance for glue.
The FMT produces only round-

Improvement
Wish List
Having run the FMT through its paces
and having successfullymade several
dozen perfect joints, I came up with
only two gripes.The first one is that the
hole in the sub-basefor the router bit
is only 1 in. in diameter. This makes it
tough to seewhereyou'rerouting when
cutting a joint. Second, I wish there
were a few more template sizesfor 3/8in. and In-in. router bits. The owner's
manual shows how to make custom
stops for the existing templates to get
in-between sizes, but I found those
stops a hassleto make and use.
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Other Joint Machines
For the cost of the Leigh FMT you can buy a very good chisel-mortising machine and use your tablesawto cut the tenons. You can also cut
mortises and tenons with one of theseother joinery machines:

Multi-Router
The Multi-Router can cut 15different sizes
of round-ended mortise and tenon joints
plus severalstylesof dovetailand box joints.
The $2,600 Multi-Router is a robustly built
machinethat can be outfitted with optional
pneumatic hold-downs. The router is
mounted perpendicular to a plate that
movesup and down.The ¥lQrkpiecemounts
to the feed table that moves left and right
and in and out. (SeeSources,below.)

The Matchmaker
The Matchmaker is capable of cutting
severaldifferent kinds of joints.The
basic model costs $700. Mortises
and tenons can be cut by using the
manualstops on the machine,or with
one of the 12optional templates.The
mortise and tenon templates cost $15
each and make joints ranging in size
~

from 1/4 in. by I in. to 3/4 in. by 3 in.

(SeeSources,
below.)

WoodRatWRS
The Wood Rat WR5 ($545) is a wallmounted jig that can rout a joint up to 30in. wide. It cuts several different styles of
joints. The router's sub-base rides freely
on a table while the workpiece is secured
to a moveable rail below. Cranking a
handle moves the rail.A unique PlungeBar
device simplifies plunging and requires
only one hand to operate. It can be
purchased separately (see Sources,
below). Optional guide rails with
adjustable stops ($40) are also available.
The guide rails allow you to set up the
WR5 for repeat production work. The
Wood Rat produces a square tenon and a
round-end mortise so you need to modify
one of them for the joint to fit. The
Wood Rat also comes in a smaller version
( 18-in.-wide capacity) called the LittleRat
LR I ($340). (See Sources, below.)
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